Email 1
Subject: The 2nd time he abandoned me with our two kids…
Body: Huh? Are you wondering, “Toni, why a second time? Wasn’t being abandoned once
enough?”
Well, I bet you and I both believe in second chances...especially if you’re the one who screwed
up. And all relationships have screw ups.
That’s why getting the best relationships, and knowing how to handle screw ups, begins with
this new relationship understanding – especially when compared to
conventional relationship ideas.
You see, conventional ideas of relationships, with all their complex strategies– like you need to
meet someone else’s 200 needs – are wrong. Because I was meeting all those “textbook”
needs––and he still left. No one saw it coming, least of all me. It happened like this…
It was two days after my daughter’s seventh birthday, and three days after Thanksgiving. Things
seemed perfect. He seemed perfect. He laughed…
…played pin the horn on the unicorn…
…twirled the little girls until they were dizzy…
…sang happy birthday…
Then, while I tucked the kids into bed. He left.
Here’s the big problem conventional relationship advice misses: no matter what you’re doing in
a relationship, you never really know what’s going on with the other person. No matter how
good things seem on the “outside”.
So truly successful relationships start with this new understanding. If you’re wondering
what that new understanding gives you, for me it did this…
That first morning after he left, I and the kids played hooky…really…
…we went to the arcade…
…we laughed…
…we enjoyed ourselves…

And I punched the Mike Tyson speedbag game and found out I was a wimp. But punching
someone, even a fake, felt good for my frustrations!
How was it possible to have fun on a such a day? Well, I knew that the feelings of love and
compassion were mine, not something my husband gave me.
And I also knew that for someone to cause another great pain, they themselves have to be in
great pain.
I had this understanding because I had already been studying and being coached on
relationships…so I knew things most people don’t. And those new understandings helped me
stay in a feeling of love and light during what could easily have been the darkest days of my
life.
That’s why I developed…

…the Kick-ass Relationship Reboot
A program to transform all your relationships. All…
• Partner/Spouse
• Children
• Parents
• Relatives
• Co-workers
• Sorry, no cats though
The Reboot gives you a powerful new understanding that changes your relationships. You get…
•

New levels of clarity about how to handle arguments and fights. (This alone can
turn around any relationship.)
•

To enjoy your relationship, not fixing it. Working on and fixing your
relationship problems is the problem. (Do you like to constantly fix your house…no.
And relationships don’t need constant fixing either.)
•

A return to that deep connection and attraction that pulled you into your most
intimate relationship. (Haha! No, it’s never gone. You just need to know this…)
The Kick-ass Relationship Reboot begins today. And for a limited time, you can get the program
at 50% off.
And if you’re totally OK with your relationships as they are, (same patterns of arguments, date
nights, old grudges) then enjoy them. But if you are scratching your head day in and day out
hoping things will change, then click HERE and start rebooting your relationships.

So why was there a second time then? More on that later…That’s all the time I have for today.
Your friend,
Toni Marie LaGree
PS: If you’ve ever been confused about relationships and how to get a real understanding that
transforms your feelings and connections, then don’t wait. Check out the Kick-ass Relationship
Reboot.

Email 2
Subject: 7x77 is the equation for forgiveness…but that’s for schmucks, right?
Body: Well, don’t call me Ishmael. Call me a schmuck then…because I’m a forgiver. And it was
that forgiveness that led to the possibility of me being walked out on again. The second time.
And believe it or not…having a relationship take an unexpected turn doesn’t mean you’re
broken…or that you’ll never have amazing relationships again.
If you’re questioning that idea, then you’ll see why the Kick-ass Relationship Reboot changes
everything, even old ideas.
In relationships, your ideas are either helpful or harmful. Here’s what I mean…one time on my
eleventh birthday, there was a tall beautifully wrapped birthday present. I knew it! My parents
finally got me…
…it was my dream gift…
…the Barbie townhouse…
…I was elated…
And I was WRONG. It was golf clubs. I felt like crying.
Do you see the problem here?
My parents meant well. Their idea was for me to be a class A golfer. My idea was to throw the
clubs into the nearest water hazard. So, my own ideas, my own
thoughts… and misinterpretations caused the bad feelings.

You’ve probably got your own stories like this. Where your misinterpretations, your ideas, your
jump-to-conclusion thoughts created…
…disappointment…
…arguments…
…confusion…
If I would’ve known what I know now, I would have seen the love my parents were giving me.
But hey, I was a terrible tween.
When you don’t have the clarity that you get from the Kick-ass Relationship Reboot, then old
ideas muck up a lot of relationships. And if you keep building relationships from these old ideas,
then things just get worse…
…more arguments…
…hurt feelings…
…resentments…
Getting new insights about relationships is easy once you know how they really work. You’ll be
amazed at how simple it is and how much your relationships become filled with…
•

Fun and Laughter. (Right? Wasn’t having fun the whole point of getting
together. Even if you’ve been together over 20 years, rebooting fun is easy.)
•

Total Support (Compromise kills relationships... really.)

•

True Deep Trust. (Even if trust has been broken, you’ll know what to do.)

Even some of the longest running relationship “problems” turn around with the Kick-ass
Relationship Reboot. Here’s what David had this to say.
“Hey, I’m 40, but my mom and I still trigger each other. One day, it was
happening. She was doing that thing that she has done my whole life. She was
telling me what I had to do…I could just feel the anger growing in me. But then
something switched. I remembered what I had learned in the course. And instead
of engaging in a full-blown argument, I did something different. That was a huge
change for me. And no fight.”

If you’re ready to let go of relationship ideas that keep you repeating the same actions over and
over, then jump in today. Get the Kick-ass Relationship Reboot and say good-bye to old ways of
living in relationships!
Caution: This course may cause you to get along with your parents and in-laws!
I used to think it was all my parents’ fault…now I’m a parent. And yes, we can all get along. You
use this simple tip…
That’s enough writing for today. Tomorrow we’ll look at the simple easy tip for getting along.
Your friend,
Toni
PS: Chances are the idea of bad ideas that harm relationships resonated with you. There’s no
shame in them. Really…check out how the Kick-ass Relationship Reboot gets ideas to let go of
you! And if you like a discount, you only have two days left to get it.

Email 3
Subject: Which babysitter would you hire, Yoda or Homer Simpson?
Body: Easy, right? Yoda! WRONG! The answer is Homer Simpson. In spite of so many of
Homer’s constant relationship blunders, at heart he really wants the best for his kids and wife –
which brings out the best in others.
You’ll learn why that’s important in my new program.
Don’t get me wrong, I love Yoda. Serenity…wisdom…patience, basically everything that’s
the opposite of Homer. We live as a mix of Yoda and Homer. And when you’re too much Homer
and not enough Yoda, the understanding from my new program leads you back to balance.
And speaking of balance, how do you stay balanced when raising children through troubled
times? Here’s that big parenting tip I mentioned in the last email…and Yoda totally gets this…
Don’t take it personally!

If your child or teen spews at you, saying things like, “I hate you!” while the red lasers of death
shoot from their eyes, don’t take it personally. How is that even possible? Because, honestly,
it’s not about you. What they’re going through is about them.
Powerful. Simple. Don’t take it personally.
It’s that easy and simple to reboot relationships.
Complexity gets in the way.
Complexity puts you in your head.
Complexity is well…complex.
If you’re focused on thinking of and recalling all those tips from that latest article from
Psychology Today, you’re in your head, not in your heart.
Complexity kills connection and relationships. That’s why the Kick-ass Relationship
Reboot makes such a huge difference…it’s simple. And effective.
The Reboot gives you a powerful new understanding that changes your relationships. You get…
•

How to really help your child or partner when they’re distressed. (And it’s not
about sticking your neck out for them.)
•

How to bring out the best in each other. (You want the best for your loved ones,
and doing it daily requires no special technique only this insight...)
•

How to restore harmony in your home. (Everyone and their personality
is different, but that doesn’t have to lead to disruption in your homes.)
Here’s what Dawn had to say about how the Kick-ass Relationship Reboot helped her when her
teen refused to go to school.
“What a difference taking the Kick-ass Relationship Reboot made. I used to fight
my son every morning to go to school. I tried conventional advice like
punishments or attaching his phone use time to attendance, but it all backfired.
We just fought more. Now though, I understand my son more. I stopped taking it
personally…like he was taking out his anger on me. I stopped thinking I
knew what was right for him and listened to him instead. What a change. He’s
been getting up every morning and making it to school.”
Relationships change. Get the positive change in your relationships that’s missing through this
program. Are you ready for positive change?

Click HERE and sign up.
Tomorrow at midnight the Kick-ass Relationship Reboot closes.
But before I go for today, consider what happens when your relationship nightmares come to
life? Because sometimes they do. How do you move on?
Your friend,

Toni

PS: You don’t have to wait for relationship nightmares before you sign up. The Kick-ass
Relationship Reboot helps solid relationships remain stable and even increase in joy and love.
Head over to THIS PAGE make the most of the relationships you’ve already got!

Email 4
Subject: A gun was held to her temple, but not by a robber…
Body: “What??!! It was her high school sweetheart?!” Those were my thoughts when I first
met Ann. She is the kindest woman I have ever met and great in relationships. So why did that
happen?
You and I have been told it takes two to tango…but here’s the BIG TRUTH…You can’t control
others in your relationships. There’s really no two in this…just you.
That’s why a new understanding is so important. The Kick-ass Relationship
Reboot gives you that new understanding and relationship clarity that allows you to bounce
back from the bad stuff!
Will the Kick-ass Relationship Reboot stop all bad things from happening in your life? No.
This is when I wish I was Willie Wonka…and I’d just hand out chocolate bars to the world,
making everyone happy. But even if I could, bad things would still happen…
…you would still lose someone you love…

…your kids would still have days when they say, “I hate you!”…
…and the Star Wars franchise would still make another sequel…
But when you have true clarity about who you are and how relationships really work, your
innate resilience shines…no matter what happens! This is great news! You stop feeling afraid of
bad things happening.
Which means you DON’T stop…
…trusting…
…connecting…
…laughing and loving…
No matter what happens.
Plus, you start enjoying the best relationships ever…ever! And that’s not an understatement.
And it only takes you to make the best relationships in your life! No partner necessary…though
a cut out of Chris Hemsworth as Thor as a stand in partner is acceptable for both men and
women.
Don’t take my word for it. Here’s what Ann had to say about the course,
“Working with Toni and the Kick-ass Relationship Reboot changed everything. I
was able to forgive people for the bad things that had happened to me. I found
peace. Now I’m building relationships on deep understanding, love, joy and the
biggie, laughter.”
Are you ready to challenge your own status quo when it comes to relationships? Are you
ready to…
…live with more joy…
…build relationships on an unwavering foundation…
…bring out the best in yourself and others…
Yes. Heck, yes! Relationships are the entire basis of your life.

Why settle? If you do settle, you know what happens when you do…you get the same
relationships you’ve always had, the confusion, doubts, tension, emptiness, and even
loneliness.
Yes, loneliness while in a relationship is all too common.
It’s time. You are at a crossroads. You have a choice. Which way will you go…staying in stuck
relationships…or elevating every relationship you’ll ever have, including the one with yourself?
Join me today. This is the last day to get the Kick-ass Relationship Reboot at this low price. At
midnight tonight the course closes.
Plus, there’s absolutely no risk for you. The course comes with a 30-day money back
guarantee. If you get nothing out of this course, you get your entire investment back.
Get going. Get your best relationships ever! Sign up here.

Your friend,
Toni
PS: If you’ve read this far, it’s clear you want change. You’re ready to open your heart fully.
When was the last time you felt that? Join me you won’t be disappointed.

